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ABSTRACT 

The photo Hall effect was investigated as a characterization technique for 

multilevel p-type germanium crystals, especially Ge:Be. The free hole 

concentration is derived as a function of temperature and illumination, and an 

increase in the free hole lifetime was predicted as a result of a population 

inversion created by optical pumping and is found to occur, by as much as a 

factor of 100, when the concentration of shallow acceptors is slightly less 

than the concentration of donors. The recombination coefficient for the 

capture of holes by Be- was found to be 1.3 x 10-5 cm3tsec at 8K and its 

temperature dependence is approximately T~· 7 • The apparatus is described 

in detail, and the theory is explained for the systems discussed. Attempts 

were made at curve fitting, and problems found are explained • 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Semiconductors have a number of interesting properties that cannot be 

explained with classical theories. The fact that a semiconductor has a 

negative temperature coefficient of resistivity at low temperatures is one 

example. Another is the strong influence that impurities have on the 

electrical properties. Impurities with concentrations of one part in 1011 

will greatly influence the characteristics of the material. In order to 

explain such phenomena, quantum mechanics is required. 

Quantum mechanics explains a number of interesting properties for a 

particle moving in a perfectly periodic potential field, such as an electron 

in a crystal. One immediate result is that a free electron in such a 

potential field passes througn the lattice with zero resistivity. As one 

would guess, this phenomenon is not observed in practice. The reason for this 

is tnat a real crystal exhibits a number of effects which destroy the perfect 

periodicity. Such effects arise from thermal viorations (pnonons), impurities 

(electrically active and neutral), and higher dimension structural defects 

such as aislocations. The i~eal property, though, is not totally academic 

since in quantum mechanics small perturbations in a system can be treated 

rather nicely. The effect of lattice vibrations in a crystal is treatea as if 

each ouantum of vibrational energy were a particle of its own, a phonon. 

Similarly, an impurity can be treated as if it were a free atom in space, 

except that it is immobile. 

In semiconductors, tne optical properties are greatly influenced by 

certain impurities in the material. For example, one very important 

contribution to tne absorption of pnotons by a crystal is the absorption by 

aonor or acceptor impurities, either exciting the impurity electron to a oound 

excited state or by ionizing it to allow an electron (or the aosence of an 

electron, a nole oouna to an acceptor) to wander about the crystal as if it 
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were free. 8y measuring the absorption as a function of photon energy, one 

can easily see transitions between various energy levels that exist in the 

crystal. 

In a pure semiconductor, there exist certain allowed energies that an 

electron can have and certain forbidden energies an electron cannot have. 

Those states in which the energies can exist lie in bands which have a range 

of energies. Likewise, the forbidden energies lie in certain bands called 

bandgaps. Semiconductors have their unusual properties because the number of 

electrons in the system is just enough to fill all the states in a band up to 

a bandgap edge at absolute zero temperature. The next oand above the gap is 

completely empty. These two bands are usually called the valence band and the 

conduction band respectively, since the electrons 1n the valence oand, when 

tne band is filled, are immobile and the electrons in the conduction band lead 

generally to conauctivity. 

In the mdterials discussea nere, it must be understooa that an unfilled 

state in tne valence band can also lead to conduction, and we consider the 

conduction to be due to positively charged holes. These holes are considerea 

to have an energy scale pointing in the opposite airection of the electron 

energy; thus, a nole with more energy is lower on an energy level diagram (see 

f1gure 1). 

Let us examine the effect of impurities~ Suppose we we~e to replace one 

of the germanium atoms witn an arsenic atom, which has one extra electron. 

Since only four at its outer electrons are needed to bond with the other 

germanium atoms arouna it, the extra electron does not form a bond with 

neighboring atoms. When the fifth electron leaves the arsenic ion it leaves 

benind a positive charge, ana 1t will be attracted to it by the Coulomb 

fiela. It is not hara to imagine t~at the electron will be bound to tne 

impurity arsenic atom by Coulomoic attract1on 1n n1uch the same manner as an 
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electron is bound to a proton in a hydrogen atom. The electron will have a 

number of states where it can reside (bound states) and conduction band states 

where it is totally free. The effective mass theory describes such a donor 

system in terms of a hydrogen atom embedded in a dielectric medium. In an 

• energy level diagram for shallow levels in germanium, the ground state lies 

about 10 meV from the conduction band. Such an impurity is generally called a 

shallow or hydrogenic donor. 

A similar situation occurs for a group tnree impurity such as gallium, 

except that instead of having an extra electron, it needs an extra electron to 

complete the covalent oonding in germanium. It can be treated in almost the 

same way as a donor, except that a hole is created in the valence band instead 

of an electron in the conduction band. Impurities such as gallium, indium, 

aluminum, and boron produce shallow acceptors. Beryllium and zinc, since they 

are in the second group in the periodic table, create two holes and are called 

double acceptors. Since their ionization energy is generally greater than 

that for shallow acceptors, but not as large as deep levels with energies 

Si:ln 

~---------------Ec 

--------Eo 

-------- E1N=.l6eV 

-------- Ex=.lleV 

-------- E8 =.045eV 

1---------------- Ev 

Ge:Be 

~--------------- Ec --------Eo 

________ ,E88=.024eV 

-------- E8.A1=.010eV 
' Ev 

XBL 832·8257 

Fig. 1: Energy level diagrams for Si :In and Ge:He. 
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near the center of the bandgap, they are often called semi-deep or helium-like 

acceptors (see figure 1). 

We will make a simplifying assumption in this paper. Since at low 

temperatures the excited states of an impurity are not populated, just as a 

hydrogen atom has a much higher probability of being in the ground state than 

in any excited state, we will only consider the ground state of the 

impurities. This will simpllfy many of the calculations that follow. 

Once an electron or hole is excited so that it is free, it moves through 

the lattice until something interacts with it to cause it to lose energy and 

possibly recombine with another ionized impurity, leaving the latter neutral. 

A free carrier can interact with impurities, phonons, or defects. If one 

knows how many impurities there are with which an electron or hole may 

recombine, then it should be possible to find an average time that the 

electron or hole is free. Each ionized impurity has a cross section for the 

capture of free carriers. If a certain number of carriers, gopt' are beinq 

generated per unit time, then given this average lifetime, we should have an 

average number of carriers that are free at any one time given by p = goptT' 

where T is this lifetime, and p is the free carrier concentration. 

1.1 The Hall effect 

Tne free hole concentration can by measured by the Hall effect. A sample 

is placea in a magnetic fiela and a current is passea in a direction 

perpendicular to the field. Because tne Lorentz force acting on tne charge by 

the magnetic field points in the direction perpendicular to both the field and 

tne current, a charge displacement is produced which creates an electric fiela 

that opposes the Lorentz force in eQullibrium (see figure 2). The Hall 

coefficient or Hall resistance is given by tne expression 

( 1) 

.. 

v 
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The Hall coefficient RH can be related to conventionally measured 

Quantities, the voltage V, the current I, and the thickness of the sample, d: 

( 2) 

~Y considering a free electron gas, this Quantity can be shown to be related 

to the free carrier concentration n by (in CGS units) 

( 3) 

The factor r, callea the Hall scattering factor, is a number on the order of 

unity which enters if the relaxation time of the carriers is a function of 

their velocity. 1 It is a slowly varying function of field, direction and 

temperature but is considered to be unity in the high magnetic field limit (pB 

>> 1, where~ 'is the mobility, given by e/Qn, and Q is the resistivity). 2 

d 
y 

IBL 828-llZU 

Fig. 2: The effect of electrons and holes in the Hall effect. 

An interesting consequence of the Hall effect is that the Hall coefficient 

is negative for electrons and positive for holes. This effect can oe seen in 

figure 2 by noticing that holes and electrons tend to be forced in the same 

direction even though, for a given current, they are moving in opposite 

directions. In fact, the first detection of a positively charged carrier in a 

solid was made by means of the Hall effect. 
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1.2 Photoconauctors 

Photoconductors are devices that convert optical signals into changes in 

electrical conductivity. Hecause photons can be used to generate carriers in 

a semiconductor, semiconductors have many applications as photoconductors. A 

photoconductor for detection in the far-infrared basically consists of a piece 

of a doped semiconductor held at very low temperatures. A bias across the 

semiconductor creates a very small 11 dark 11 current. As light shines on the 

crystal, free carriers are generated, changing the resistivity of the device, 

and leaaing to an increase in the current. A measure of a photoconductor 1 s 

efficiency is its responsivity, usually defined as the number of amperes of 

current per watt of incident light or the number of carriers generated per 

photon. 

Most pnotoconductors made with semiconductors nave a responsivity at very 

low temperatures that shows a strong dependence on the lifetime of the 

pnotogenerated carriers. Germanium doped with beryllium is usea to make 

detectors for wavelengths smaller than 50 microns (E > 25 meV). Tnese devices 

are typically operated at tem~eratures between 2 and 5 Kelvin. 3 At these 

low temperatures, though, the responsivity of most standard, shallow impurity

doped photoconauctors does not exhibit a very strong temperature dependence. 

The sample 71U-9.5 (figure 3) shows the responsivity of a typical 

photoconductor made from Ge:Be. Alexander, ~aron, and Stafsudd4 have shown 

that the responsivity of photoconauctors doped with aeep impurities depends 

very strongly on the degree of compensation of the residual shallow levels. 

Near exact compensation of the shallow levels the responsivity becomes 

strongly temperature aepenaent as snown in figure 3 for Ge:be samole 706-14.3. 

The creation of such closely compensated crystals is of great interest 

because ot the large responsivity. but, since the control of impurit1es to 

one part in ten trillion is not easy, research must be carried out that will 
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enaole'one to grow crystals within such tolerances. Here, we will investigate 

tne hole concentration of germanium with shallow and deep levels present. We 

expect to find that the increase in responsivity is reflected in an increase 

in the free hole concentration when light is incident on a sample. We will 

show this is a result of an increase in the lifetime of free carriers due to a 

change in the number of ionized traps. The technique of photo Hall effect is 

iQeally suited to study the lifetime changes as a function of doping and 

temperature. 

~ ...... 
~ ,. 
~ 
;; 
;; 
z 
0 
A. 
ut .... 
Cl: 

706-14.3 

101 

100 

10"1 '---'----'--"--....1...---L-......_....J 
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 

TEMPERATURE (K) 
Ill 833·881)] 

Fig. 3: The responsivity of photoconQuctors. The behavior of sample 
710-9.5 is charateristic of most pnotoconductors. Notice in 
contrast the large increase in the responsivity for sample 706-14.3, 
whose snallow acceptor concentration is very close to the net donor 
concentration (close shallow level compensation). 
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2. THEORY 

2.1 Carrier concentration (aualitative) 

To understand what contributes to tne hole concentration at different 

temperatures and different impurity concentrations, let us view it 

qualitatively so that we can see what processes are taking place. In Section 

2.2, we snall der1ve the eauations and then show tnat they support this basic 

picture. Consider a system with two acceptor levels and one compensating 

donor level. Let N1 be tne concentration of an intentionally added semi-deep 

dopant (1o 15 - 10 16 cm-3) ana let £1 be its ionization energy (2U-30 

meV). Let there be a much smaller concentration N2 of a resiaual shallow 

acceptor witn energy £1 (11 meV). Finally, let N0 be the net 

concentration of compensating donors. We will, for convenience, aefine K to 

be tne compensation Nu/~ 1 • Because, as we shall see, the snallow acceptor 

acts to compensate the donors by making tne donor concentration appear to be 

smaller, we shall aefine a "snallow compensation .. KS = N2!N0• We will 

define over-compensation to mean tc..S > 1 and under-compensation to mean Ks 

< 1. Tnus, we have 

Nl >> N2, U < K < 19 

Nl > N0, u < K5, 

£1 > £2. 

Figure 1 illustrates the energy level diagram for this system. Holes that 

exist in the valence bana are cons1aered to be free with an effective mass of 

0.3o times tne mass of an electron. 5 Since the donor levels are all far 

above the Fermi level, they remain ionized at all temperatures. 

Let us first consider the case where N2 < N0• At high temperatures 

(but not high enough to excite a significant number of electrons or holes 

across the banagap) we finO all the acceptors ionized, and therefore find N1 

+ N2 - N0 holes in the valence bana since N0 acceptors are ionized OuP 

(4) 

, .. 
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to compensation. At T = U, we can see that the state with least energy is. 

that in which all of the shallow acceptors are ionized and tne remaining N
0 

- N2 of the deeper acceptors are ionized. This argument simply follows from 

charge neutrality and the fact that all the donors remain ionized. The free 

hole concentration at T = 0 is zero. 

As one raises the temperature, the remaining neutral aeep acceptors begin 

to ionize and contribute holes to the valence bana. In simple terms, this 

system (since the snallow acceptors remain ionized all the time) appears as 

thougn it contains only the deeper acceptors and N0 - N2 compensating 

donors, making determination of the actual aonor concentration rather 

difficult using the dark Hall effect which only measures the tnermal 

generation of carriers. By means of simple rate statistics arguments, 6 and 

given that there are p holes to recombine into p + N0 - N2 ionized sites, 

the free hole concentration can be determined with 

p (p + N
0

- N
2
) ~ C e-E1/kBT, 

where C is some constant. Consiaer two regimes: p << N0 - N2 and p >> 

N0 - N2• In the first regime, encountered at lower temperatures, we see 

that p is proportional to e-£1/kBT, which is commonly referred to as 

"full-slope freezeout." In the other regime we find that p is proportional to 

e-E1/ 2k~T, which is commonly referred to as "half-slope freezeout." 

Figure 4(a) illustrates data of this type. The data are typically plotted on 

an Arrhenius plot (ln p vs. 1/T) to show the two regimes, and the enerqy at 

the level can be found by finding the slopes of the two regimes. 

In the case where N2 > N0, we have a ratner different situation. 

Here, at T = 0, we see that if p = 0, then only N2 - N0 of the shallow 

acceptors are ionized. Also, if the temperature is low enough so that very 

few of tne deeper acceptors are ion1zed, then the systen1 would behave as it it 

had N2 shallow acceptors and N0 compensat1ng donors. We should tnen 

( 5) 
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ooserve the full and half slope freezeouts of the shallow acceptors as 

explained above, at least until the temperature becomes high enough to begin 

ion1zing the deep acceptors, in which case the half-slope freezeout caused by 

E1 will dominate. Figure 4(o) snows data illustrating the freezeout of such 

a system. 

When light at frequency great enough to ionize either the shallow or deep 

acceptors shines on the sample, the situation changes. We consider a 

simplified· situation where we assume the capture cross section a of an 
c 

ionized acceptor is essentially the same regardless of species. This 

assumption will later be maae more'general. If N2 < ~D' then our 

situation has a number of regimes. At very low temperatures, if the number of 

photons is small enough, the deep acceptors tend to be ionized. As a result, 

most of the shallow acceptors oecome neutral since, at T = 0, there is no 

tnermal ionization and very little photoionization of them. The ionized 

shallow acceptor concentration becomes negligible and so Nl can 

essentially be considered to be N0 + p. If we are ionizing 9opt centers 

per second per unit volume, then we can aefine a lifetime T such that p = 

goptT. The lifetime T can be considerea to be inversely proportional to the 

number ot ionizea deep acceptors. Thus, at low temperatures T is inversely 

proportional to N0 + p. 

If the temperature is raised, then we reach a point at which the shallow 

acceptors become thermally ionized. In this case, free holes are created 

which recombine witn the semi-deep ionized acceptors, lowering Nl. When 

all the shallow acceptors are ionized thermally, then Nl becomes N0 + p 

- N2• ~ince Nl drops, tne lifetime increases, and p aecreases. (Note: 

g
00

t is small enough so tnat p is much smaller tnan N0). we would thus 

expect a step in tne concentration proportional to (p + N0)/(p + N0 -

N2) = N0/(Nu - N2), caused oy tnis lifetime cnange. This effect 1s 
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Fig. 4: The freezeout of carriers from darK Hall effect. 
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usually not visible in most semiconductors because it is very difficult to 

attain sucn similar concentrat1ons and the precision of most Hall effect 

measurements is not high enough. The closer the shallow compensation is to 

unity, tne larger the step. It must be understood that this lifetime step 

results only when a population inversion is created by optical pumping. This 

effect does not exist when there are no photons incident on the sample. 

As the temperature is raised further tne deeper acceptors become thermally 

ionized and contribute holes to the valence band. These thermally generated 

holes quickly obscure the effects of the photons. When it happens, we say 

that the hole concentration is "thermally dominated" rather that "photon 

dominated." 

This lifetime step cannot be observed by measuring the number of free 

carriers with the Hall effect when K5 > 1. Notice that the lifetime step 

occurs when the shallow acceptors become ionized. But in the case, K5 > 1, 

the therma 1 contribution to p is dominated by these acceptors. The· 

concentration step is consequently hidden by tne thermal generation of 

carriers. The concentration is best expressed as P = Ptherm + goptt. The 

photo Hall effect can only be used to measure the lifetime in the regime where 

ptherm is insignificant. Tne effect of the lifetime change can oe observed 

with photoconductivity measurements which measure dp/dl instead of p. 

2.2 Carrier concentration (auantitat1ve) 

All of the above can be made more Quantitative. If we neglect the effects 

of excited states, .as mentioned above, then we can write down the eauiliorium 

rate equation for the i-th acceptor species, 

( 6) 

which states tnat the number of acceptors ionized per secona is equal to tne 

nurnoer tnat recomoine per second. The first ten11 of equation o states that 

the nurnoer of noles that are photoionized is proportional to the proauct of 
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the number of neutral acceptors Ni, the photon cross section of the 

neutral acceptor a, and the flux of photons. The second term states that the 

number ot holes that are thermally ionized is proportional to the product of 

the number of neutral ac6eptors N~, the effective numoer of ~tates into 

which the the holes will be ionizea Nv, and the ~oltzmann factor. The 

constant of proportionality is the recombination coefficient for the capture 

of holes oy ionized acceptors 8i, as shown by ~lakemore. 7 The right-hand 

side of the eQuation states that the number of holes that recombine is equal 

to the proauct of the recombination coefficient bi' the number of holes p, 

and the number of states into which tnose holes can recombine. The latter is 

given by the proauct of the degeneracy gi (assumed to be 4 for acceptors in 

german1um) and the numoer of ionized acceptors N;. <al>i is given 

by a 

<ol>; = J["a~pt(A)l(A)dA = ~J[:i(A)l(A)dA. (7) 

where l(A) is the number of photons per secona per unit area of wavelength A 

incident on the sample, a~pt is the optical cross section of the 

impurity, "i is tne Quantum effeciency, ana d is the sample thickness. 

Since Ni = N~ + ~~. the above rate equation may be solved to 

obtain 

N-:- = 
1 

1 + 
gip 

N exp(-E./k
8

T) + <al>i 
v 1 ~ 0 

1 

~y charge neutrality, the number of donors and the number of holes is 

equal to the number ot ionized acceptors, leading to 

p + N0 = ~ N~ 
since the free electron concentration is negligible by the law of mass 

( 8) 

action. Equations 8 ana 9 are the main eauations gover~ing the system of n 

acceptor levels. They are easily solved numerically ana give various 

( 9) 
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different characteristic solutions depending on the relative concentrations of 

Ni ana N0 as was demonstrated aoove. For this research, we are concerned 

primarily with systems with two acceptor levels. For high temperatures (about 

300K for germanium) and no photon flux we have (see Appendix B) 

p = N; + N2 - NO (10) 

as was shown aoove. For the regime where p>>N2 - N0 we have 

-~ -E1/2kBT 
P = ~~ e (11) 

For lower temperatures and N
0 

> N2, we have 

N1N -E1tk8T 
p ~ 4(N0-~2)e • (12) 

If we solve equations 11 and 12 for T ana p, we can find where the two curves 

intersect: 

Pint = ND - N2. (13) 

Equation 13 allows us to easily read from a graph of data the value of N0 -

N2. 

When we consider photoexcitation in this system, we add the photon 

generation term into equation 6. When the temperature is very small, the 

thermal term becomes negligible for both acceptors and 

p 2 

N1<oi>1 + 
N2<oi>2 

4(p+N
0

)b 1 
4(p+N0)s2 

2 

N1<ol>1 
4(p+N0)b 1• (14) 

Since it is poss10le to use a small- enough photon flux to make p << N0, 

we can use this equation to fina N0• This fact is useful since, as we found 

earlier, N0 or N2 cannot be founa independently from dark Hall effect 

measurements. If N2 < N0, we find that there is another regime where 

tnermal generation is negligible for the deep acceptor but dominant for the 

shallow acceptor. ·In other woras, the full ionization of snallow acceptors 

leads to 
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p 5!! 4B 1 (p+N0-N2). ( 15) 

To calculate where the step in the hole concentration occurs, we can find 

where the ionized shallow acceptor concentration is equal to the neutral 

shallow acceptor concentration, assuming that there is no photogeneration of 

shallow acceptors: 

E2 

T = _k_l_n """[--=-:~~]=--- ( 16) 

This step in the concentration, as explained earlier, is caused oy a 

change in the number of deep ionized acceptors. Figure 5 illustrates these 

regimes as generated by a computer assuming that B1 is temperature 

independent and none of the shallow acceptors are photoionized. The different 

curves correspond to different degrees of shallow compensation. Tne two 

ionized acceptor concentrations are displayed to demonstrate where the shallow 

acceptors become ionized and where the concentration of the deep ionized 

acceptors drops. Note that the impurity concentrations are the same for 

figure S(a) and {o), yet for figure S(b) the step in concentration is 

partially masked by the onset of thermal carriers. The large photon 

generation_rate forces the temperature given by equation 16 to be too high to 

be observed. It thus became a proolem to see this step for the first 

experiment with sample 728-4.3 (see figure 15). 

2.3 Temperature dependence of the recombination coefficient 

All of the graphs in figure 5 assume that there is no temperature 

dependence of the recombination coefficient Bi. We generally consider Bi 

. to be the product of the average thermal velocity of carriers <V>, and the 

capture cross section ac, where 

* 1/2 <V> = (31<~T/m ) 

* (m = U.35 m ) e 

( 17) 
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is itself temperature dependent. Similarly, one woula expect the cross 

section to oe temperature dependent since the ability for the ionizea 

acceptors to capture a free carrier into one of its excited states increases 

as the thermal energy of the system decreases. Attempts have been maae to 

derive this cross section. A theory·by M. lax9 explains the process by a 

moael of cascade capture whereby a carrier is first captured by a center in 

its bound excitea states and then, through a process of acoustic phonon 

collisions, relaxes into its ground state. lax consiaers the probability that 

an electron is captured into excited states and then becomes free before the 

electron decays into the ground state (reemmission). His theory leads to an 

f T-4. A 1 10 approximate temperature dependence o about Dakumov et • .!...· made 

modifications to lax's theory, stating that lax's calculation of the sticking 

probability was incorrect. For low temperatures (kT<<ms2, where s is the 

speed of sound in the medium), any electron that is captured into an excited 

state will eventually relax to the ground state. This argument leads to a 

r-1 depenaence in the cross section (or a r-112 depenaence for the 

recombination coefficient). At temperatures for which kT»ms2, the capture 

is dominated oy long wavelength acoustic phonons leading to a temperature 

depenaence of r-3 (or a r-2•5 dependence for the recombination 

coefficient). ADakumov gave a single interpolating formula for the capture 

cross section: 

41T e
2
z [ e

2
z ]

2 

0
c = 3TQ ~ X{kT + 2.74ms2) (

1
B) 

We have shown that the photo Hall effect, in conjunction with the dark 

Hall effect, can be us~ful in determining three different parameters. First, 

if one knows the aosolute flux ana the optical cross section, the cross 

section for the capture at holes by ionized impurities can be found, along 

witn its temperature depenaence. The values obtained can be used to test the 
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validity of the theories of Lax and Aoakumov et. ~· Secondly, the technique 

shoula be able to explain the large increase in photoresponsivity of 

photoconductors that are made with materials that are very closely shallow 

compensated. Finally, by viewing the concentration step in conjunction with 

dark Hall data, one can find the absolute concentrationi N2 and N0 that 

are not uniquely determined by the dark Hall effect alone. It may be noted 

here that two aifferent approaches can oe used in this last application. The 

first requires that a known flux is incident on the sample. Using equation 

14, N0 can oe found. The other approach does not require a knowledge of the 

flux, out is only useful when the sample is closely shallow compensated with 

N0 slightly greater than N2• From the size of the step, knowing N0 -

N2 from dark Hall measurements, and using equations 14 and 15, the values of 

N0 and N2 can oe found independently. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The experimental apparatus used to obtain the dark Hall effect and photo 

Hall effect data was basically the same. It consisted of a cryogenic system 

that held two samples between the poles of a magnet. An automated ~lectronics 

and data collection system was controlled by an HP-85 computer. 

The cryogenic system (Lakeshore CT-310) is illustrated in figures 7 and 

8. At one ena there is an insert which fits into a liquid helium dewar, 

pressurized to about ~psi above atmospheric pressure. The helium flows 

through a transfer line ana into a space near the sample chamber. The helium 

then ~vaporates, ·exits the apparatus at the side, and flows through a flow 

meter. A valve at the aewar insert is used to control tne amount of flow 

needed for cooling the samples. 

The samples themselves are attached to a copper block below the area where 

the helium enters. Cigarette paper and vacuum grease are used to insulate the 

samples electrically from the copper and to give good thermal contact. The 

samples are held onto the copper block with dental floss. This area, which is 

unaer vacuum to prevent heat transfer from the outside, is shielded with two 

radiation shields and an outer vacuum shroud. The entire system is placed so 

that the samples lie directly between the poles of an_electromagnet. The 

field used for all the experiments was 1 kilogauss. 

Temperature control was maintained by adjusting the flow of helium ana 

using a temperature controller, which uses a heater in conjunction with a 

feedback temperature sensing diode. Temperatures were found either by 

measuring the voltage across a caliorated temperature diode when lO~A passes 

through it, or by measuring the resistance of an Allen~radley resistor. 

Three temperatures (4.2, 77, and 295K) were used to caliorate the resistor, 

ana a fitting formula 11 was used to interpolate for other temperatures. 
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The entire system, designed by the author, is controlled by a 

Hewlett-Packard HP-85 microcomputer in conjunction with an IEEE-488 interface 

for communication with instrumentation. The system block diagram is shown in 

figure 9. The system hanales all data collection, switch controlling, magnet 

controlling, data analysis and storage. The concentration values are plotted 

and data are stored on microdiskettes for future reference. Each measurement 

is taken ten times within about a half second to give an estimate of the 

random errors. The computer program also has provisions for adjusting the 

current sent through the sample so that sample heating does not occur. 

Generally, resistivity values were frequently checked at the next lower 

current setting (1/10) and adjustments were made if the results changed by 

more than about 5 percent. Another rule of tnumb that was used was to not let 

the highest voltage reading go much higher than about 2UmV. 

Each datum point requires twelve measurements. The first four measure 
u only resistivity with zero magnetic field. If R~,CD is the resistance 

obtained by measuring the voltage V across sample corners A and ~ witn a 

current I passing from corner C to D (see figure 10), R = V/1, then the 

resistivity for the van der Pauw geometry12 is given by 

(19) 

Tne next four measurements are Hall field measurements with the B-field in one 

direction, and the last four (for averaging purposes) are the same but with 

the field in the opposite direction. The concentration is given by 

p = 
8~ I de ( 20) 

+ + + + - - - -
(K~O,AC ~~D,CA -+RCA,BO ~CA,O~ -+RBO,CA ~~U,AC -+RCA,OB ~CA,BD) 

Equation 20 assumes that the Hall coefficient is given by RH = Vd/Bl = r/ne 

(in ~I units), where r is the Hall factor ana is generally taken to be unity 

for the high fiela limit. It is a good approximation at low temperatures. 

Its effects, though~ can be seen in the data, especially at high temperatures, 
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B 

Fig. 10: Sample geometry 

where it tends to cause a rounding of the calculated concentration at 

temperatures where the concentration should be constant. (See, for example, 

figures 4, 12, ana 14.} This effect is partially enhanced by the fact that a 

discontinuity in the Hall factor, RH, occurs when there are two different 

types of carriers with different Hall coefficients. At high temperatures, 

above 150K, the number of electrons in the conduction band oecomes significant 

compared to the number of holes in the valence bana. 

The reason for taking-twelve measurements is to cancel any errors that are 

caused by asymmetries in the sample geometry. Van der Pauw showea that errors 

caused by imperfect sample geometry enter only in second order with this 

method. 

The Hall Effect Control Box (HECb) contains all the electronics that 

interfaces with the samples: a current source providing currents in powers of 

ten (10-2A to lo-10A), a variable gain (xlO,lOO,lOUO) instrumentation 

amplifier and all the relays that control the current, gain and the current 

flow to the samples. The HECB is controlled by twelve relays contained in a 

multiprogrammer. The HECb also has an output voltage that connects to an 

analog-to-digital converter in the multiprogrammer for reading by the HP-85. 

The magnetic field is varied with a programmable four quadrant (1-V) power 

supply. The computer controls the current that passes through the coils and 
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thus defines the field. The field is calibrated with a gauss meter. The four 

quadrant feature allows the field to be changed most efficiently since, to 

change the current, the voltage and current will have opposite polarities for 

a short period of time when driving the large inductance of the magnet. ·When 

the field is returned to zero, the program automatically demagnetizes the 

apparatus with a slowly decreasing oscillating field to eliminate any 

hysteresis. 

The system is calibrated by measuring the true values of each of the 

currents and gains and finding the codes for the power supply that give the 

required magnetic fields. These·values are entered into a file which the 

program reads and uses for all calculations. The advantage of this method is 

that it is easier to adjust the values on the computer file than it is to 

adjust the current values and amplifier gains so that they have exactly the 

ideal values. 

For the photo Hall effect, there must be some way to get photons to the 

samples. ~ecause of its simplicity, the light from 300K black body was chosen 

as the source, since the peak of its spectrum lies near the energies needed to 

ionize Be and Zn. The warm vacuum shroud wall was used as the 300K black body 

source. The question of how many photons are passed to the sample for 

different geometries is an important one. The decision had to be made between 

using an integrating cavity in which a certain number of photons pass through 

a hole, all of which are assumed to be absorbed eventually by centers after 

being reflected enough times by the walls of the cavity, or using a 

configuration in which the number of photons absorbed are only those that are 

absorbed when they pass through the crystal and are reflected out. The first 

is simplest to calculate; the latter requires calculating a quantum efficiency. 

For these experiments, both methods were tried. The integrating cavity 

configuration is illustrated in figure ll(a). An aperture of diameter 0.15 em 
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looks out a~ tne inside of the outer vacuum shield which has been painted with 

"flat black." We assume that the emissivity of the wall is unity. The cavity 

consists of a hemispherical dome made of polished brass. The idea is that any 

light that is reflected by the front surface of the sample is reflected back 

towards tne sample again. This assumption turned out to not be very good. If 

we evaluate the recombination coefficient assuming this configuration, we 

obtain a value at least an order of magnitude from that published by 

Abakumov. 10 

The other method tested (and used for subseQuent measurements) is 

illustrated in figure 11(b). Here, we assume that the light passes through 

tne front surface (wnere some lignt is reflected), gets reflected from the 

back surface, and then passes out the front (at which point some gets 

reflected back again). During this process, there is an absorption 

coefficient A = N~a where a is the optical cross section of the impurity 

-18 2 at its ionization energy given approximately by a= 2.5 x 10 /EA 

(Volt 2). 21 Any lignt that is reflected from the crystal is absorbed 

elsewnere. The amount of absorption by the crystal is given by the Quantum 

efficiency 

_ {1-r) Ll- exp(-Ad)] 
n - 1 - r exp(-Aa} ' (21) 

wnere r is the reflectivity of the material (0.60 for germanium) and d is the 

sample thickness. Tnis analysis gave better results for the recombination 

coefficient, though still almost an order of magnitude different than 

Abakumov's publisned values. 

One reason for tne integrating cavity's poor performance is the 

electrically insulating cigarette paper and vacuum grease at the back of the 

crystal wn1cn probably absoros a large amount of the liyht. Tne contacts also 

provide a strong absoroing medium. Furtnermore, much of tne lignt may 



(a) Integrating Cavity (b) Open sample cnamber 

.Fig. 11: Illumination techniques 
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have been reflected straight out the aperture through which it entered. Our 

assumption that all the photons are absorbed by neutral acceptor impurities is 

clearly inadequate. The open sample chamber method, however is not without 

fault. Early experiments indicate that only a small amount of dirt (usually 

stray vaccuum grease) would significantly alter the results, both by absorbing 

light as well as changing the reflectivity. Therefore, the cleanliness of the 

front surface is important. It is also important that the total quantum 

efficiency be integrated, taking into account the black body spectrum and the 

energy dependence of tne photon capture cross section as in equation 7. For 

the experiments tnat were carried out here, the value for a given above was 

used as tne cross section, since its energy dependence was not known. 
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3.2 Sample preparation 

Samples were cut from the crystal into 6x6x1 mm3 square plates. The 

orientation of the 6x6 mm2 surface of the samples is <113>, the same as the 

growth direction of the crystal. The samples were lapped with 6UO grit until 

all of the saw marks are gone on all sides and edges. The corners were lapped 

flat, creating four extra faces of about 1 mm2 each. After this, the 

samples were cleaned in deionizea water to get rid of any excess grit. The 

water was removed with methanol. Samples were then etched in a solution 

containing 7 parts nitric acid, 2 parts hydrofluoric acid, and 1 part fuming 

nitric acid for about 30 seconds. At the end of etching, the samples were 

quenched with deionized water, and finally rinsed in methanol. 

Indium alloy contacts were applied to the four corners. This creates a 

heavily doped p-type region allowing injection of carriers. If this process 

is done poorly (too low temperaiure, oxides, etc.), it results generally in 

poor signal to noise behavior since, if the regi6n is not heavily doped, there 

will not be a good ohmic contact at low temperatures. The region must be 

heavily enough aoped so that holes can tunnel through the barrier to allow for 

; conduction even at low temperatures. The process consists of applying a small 

amount of indium to the contact area with a large soldering iron, making sure 

that botn the indium is melted_and the sample gets hot enough for wetting to 

occur. The ·soldering iron is generally moved back and forth a small amount so 

as to assure that the entire contact is wettea. This process is done for 

about 30 seconds for each corner. After all the corners are wetted with 

indium, wires are then attached. During this entire process, it is important 

that the sample be kept clean; holding the sample in a small vise with clean 

filter paper usually suffices. 

.. 
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"4. EXPERIMENTS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

4.1 Obtaining the capture cross section of ionized beryllium sites 

The goal of the early experiments was to determine the capture cross 

·Section of ionized beryllium sites. The importance of doing this was 

twofold. First, the assumptions made about the number of photons absorbed by 

the neutral beryllium sites had to be tested. Second, the value of the 

capture cross section should be found by a different method than had been 

found previously. Early experiments in the 1960•s were carried out using 

recombination noise spectra to find the lifetime of free carriers. 13, 14 

Since this requires measuring the noise levels in the lOU MHz range, it would 

be a good test to measure the same quantities independently by a very 

different method. It would also be useful to find the temperature dependence 

of the cross section and compare the value obtained with Lax•s and Abakumov•s 

theories. 

To find the capture cross section; crystal 710-4.6 was used since, from 

dark Hall measurements, it was shown to have a rather high donor concentration 

of about 5 x 1012 cm-3• Since the shallow acceptor concentration (NS = 
1011 cm-3) is usually not high in high purity crystals, we can assume that 

it is much below N0• With the integrating cavity, there were 2.5 x 1017 

photons per second incident on the sample which measured 0.58 x 0.58 x 0.14 

cm3• The data for the photo Hall effect are given in figure 12(a). At 8K, 

(assuming complete absorption by neutral acceptors) the recombination 

coefficient was found to be 2.4 x 10-5 cm3/sec (B~e = 8 x 10-12 cm2). 

When using the open sample chamber method for determining the photon flux, 

a total flux of 3 x 1016 photons was incident on the sample, giving a 

generation rate of 5.8 x 1016 cm-3/sec. The data for the photo Hall 

measurements are given in figure 12(b). At 8K, the recombination coefficient 

was found to be 1.3 x 10-5 cm3/sec (~~e = 4.2 x 1u-12 cm 2). This 
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Fig. 12: Photo Hall effect data used for calculating cross section 

value is much closer to the -3 x 1o-13 cm2 given in the paper by 

Abakumov. 

The temperature dependence of the recomoination coefficient is given by 

the slopes of the photon dominated regions when the data are plotted in a log 

p vs. log T graph. The value obtained for the integrating cavity method was 

T-2.6 -{) 7 and the val~e obtained for the "single pass" methoa wa$ T • • The 

errors on these are fairly high since tnere is not a single line that passes 

through the data as plotted. Two reasons may account for this. FirSt 9 

according to Abakumov 9 there should be a transition from the T-3 region to 

-1 tne T region for the cross section 9 and (see figure 6) it can be seen that 

the values fauna earlier for beryllium indicate that the transition is in this 

temperature range. Second 9 carriers may be excited to a point far above the 

valence band edge by photons of energy E > E~e since no filters were used to 
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exclude higher energy photons. The effects of this can be seen by considering 

the mobility of carriers at low temperatures. Idealy, there should be no 

difference between the mobility measured with the dark Hall effect than with 

the photo Hall effect. But as figure 13 shows, the mobility of carriers is 

quite a bit higher when measured with the photo Hall effect than with the dark 

Hall effect at low temperatures, indicating that high mobility carriers are 

being generated. 
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4.2 Crystals with closely compensated shallow levels 

Since no beryllium doped germanium crystal existed at the beginning of 

these studies with the characteristics needed to see a lifetime shift in the 

photo Hall effect, a special crystal had to be grown. To grow the 

appropriately doped crystal is not trivial, though, as one must in some way 

add a small amount of shallow acceptors or donors in anticipation of the 

amount of trace impurities that are not intentionally added. The problem is 

that of exactly doping a crystal with about 5 x 1015 cm-3 beryllium atoms, 

and also adding enough other impurities so that N0 = Nsh = 10 12 cm-3, 

i.e. one part in 1011 • Generally, the crystal is doped by adding a measured 

amount of a heavily doped master alloy ((~e] = 5 x 1018 cm-3) to .a bulk of 

high purity material. For the crystal we wished to grow, a small portion of a 

master alloy of some donor had to be added to compensate the shallow acceptors 

such as boron and aluminum that are generally present in trace amounts. 

The first attempt was to grow crystal 727. Added to 650 grams of high 

purity germanium was 0.47 grams of beryllium master alloy having a beryllium 

concentration of 2.8 x 1018 cm-3 and 2.06 grams of antimony master alloy 

having an antimony concentration of 4 x 1018 cm-3• The crystal, however, 

did not turn out as desired. From dark Hall measurements, the net acceptor 

concentration was clearly more than intended. One reason for this may have 

been that the antimony master alloy had a large concentratipn of other 

impurities. 

In the second attempt, crystal 728 was grown. This time, the crystal was 

grown using a small amount of Ge:P master alloy, in the hope that the master 

alloy was better characterized. Furthermore, a new acceptor complex, 15 

be-H, which acts as a shallow acceptor, would be added by growing the crystal 

in a hydrogen atmosphere. The beryllium hydrogen complex has the advantage of 

being sensitive to tnermal anneal.ing, making it possible to change the net 

.. 
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shallow acceptor concentration after the crystal is grown. This property 

allows the possibility of generating a family of curves, each corresponding to 

a different shallow acceptor concentration. By adding 1.16 grams of beryllium 

master alloy, and 9 mg of phosphorus master alloy having 2 x 10 18 cm-3 

phosphorus to SOU grams of high purity germanium, a crystal with the desired 

properties was grown. The head of the crystal has N0<Nsh without 

annealing and N0>Nsh after annealing for two hours at 6oo·c (see figure 

14). Thus, in principle, a sample with very close shallow compensation could 

oe made with the proper choice of annealing time and temperature • 

a 10 20 30 

.. -.. ·.·. . . 

I I I 
•a 50 eo 10 ao go 

1000/T 
::0 , .w lZC 

Fig. 14: Dark Hall measurements showing crystal 728 
at the head as grown and after annealing at 6uo·c for two hours. 

("+" represents "as grown" and "*" represents annealed.) 
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4.3 Experiments with closely compensated samples 

Samples were cut from crystal 728 close to the seed end, where we knew 

from dark Hall measurements (see figure 14) that KS > 1 in the unannealed 

crystal material, and K5 < 1 when the crystal was annealed at 660°C for two 

hours. Hall measurements showed N0 - N2 = 1012 cm-3, which indicates 

that this sample may have been very closely shallow compensated, if we assume 

N
0 

- 10 12 cm-3• 

Measurements were made using the photo Hall effect on this sample with a 

photon generation rate of 1.4 x 1017 cm-3 sec-1• Figure 16 shows the 

carrier c~ncentration as a function of inverse temperature. Since the 

resulting carrier concentration was on the order of or greater than N0 or 

N0 - N2, any sign of a lifetime step was hidden. From equations 14 and 

15, we can see that the lifetime step becomes small if p is on the order of 

N0 or N0 - N2• Also, as illustrated in figure 5, a large photon flux 

makes the step occur at a higher temperature. The conclusion was tnat, in 

order to see this lifetime step, we needed a much smaller flux of pnotons. 

There are three ways to reduce the flux. First, a filter could be usea to 

eliminate all the photons with energies much above the ionization energy of 

beryllium. Second, a colder black body could be used. Third, a smaller 

aperture could be used. Because of time considerations and practicality, the 

last methoa was used. Here, we had to abandon the hope of having a consistent 

flux, but since the step in the concentration is only proportional to 

N0/(N0 - N2), this consistency is not very important. Knowing this 

quantity, with N0 - N2 obtained from dark Hall measurements, both N0 and 

N2 can be found. 

To reauce the flux, metallized tape was used to cover the holes made 

previously in the inner snield. A needle was then used to maKe a small hole 

with a diameter of about 0.2 mm. 
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The results of a number of different experiments with different annealing 

times are shown in figures 15, 16, and 17, and a summary of the results is 

given in Table 1. Since the two samples 728-4.3{1) ana 728-4.3{2) were such 

as to give N0 - N2 about 10 12 and 1011 cm-3 respectively, the 

plateau of the step again cannot be seen since the step is very large. As one 

can see from figure 16, the carrier concentration indicates that the step 

begins to appear for sample 728-4.3(1). Samples 728-4.3(1) and 728-4.3(2) do 

illustrate, though, the strong increase in the photogeneratea lifetime as the 

shallow acceptors become ionizea. The characteristics of the data are much 

different than shown in sample 728-4.8{2), where the compensation is much 

smaller. In sample 728-4.8{2), a small increase in the concentration above 

the general character of the slope can be seen which is caused by the shallow 

acceptors becoming ionized. The step indicates that N0/{N0-NA) is about 

1.2- 2. 

4.4 Curve fitting 

The concentration of the various impurities are usually obtained by 

reading off the graph of the dark-Hall measurements. The various 

concentrations where the half-slope and full-slope regimes intersect are 

generally good approximations of these concentrations or differences in 

concentrations. Curve fitting was usea by Geim, Pensl, and Schulz16 to 

analyze their data on Si:ln and Si:Ga for both dark Hall effect as well as 

photo Hall effect measurements with gooa results. Schaub, Pensl, and 

Schulz 17 were also able to use curve fitting to demonstrate that Si:Te is a 

douole donor by showing that their data could not be fitted by a curve 

assuming only a single ionizat1on stage. 

It can be seen from equations 8 and 9 that the relationship between p and 

T is nighly nonlinear. Tnus, iterative approximation techniQues must be made 

to fit these equations tti tne data. Generally, the goal was to be able to fit 
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Fig. 1~: Data snowing the etfects of ion1zation of snallow 
acceptors on the concentration of free holes in crystal 728. 
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Fig. 16: The free hole concentration of illuminated samples 728-4.3(1) and 
728-4.3(2), snow1ng the region of photon dom1nance._ Both samples are very 
closely compensatea with Nu - ~A about loll and 1olU cm-3 
respectively. The sample with the lesser compensation is just beginning 
to snow the erfects oi the plateau, shown by the smaller free hole 
concentration at the higher temperatures. 

SAMPLE ANNEALING 
NO - N2 No N2 No/(No- N2) time temp 

728-4. 6( 1) >1013* 1012* >1013 

728-4.6(2) 120 min. 66o·c 2-6xlu 11* 1012 4-8xl0 11 1.2 -2* 

728-4.3(1) 3U min. 66u·c 1011* 1012 1012 >3U* 

728-4. 3( 2). 75 min. 6ou ·c lUlO lU12 1012 >1UO* 

Taole 1: ~unu11ary of tne results of tne expenments on crystal 728. Tne 
numoers witn asterisKs (*) are fauna from experiment. Tne other numbers 
are calculatea. 
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Fig. 17: The free hole concentration when it is dominated by the 
photoionization or neutral centers in a two level system. The steep portion 
on the right is due to the freezeout of thermal carriers. The general slope 
at the curve on the left is causea by the temperature depenaence of the 
recombination coefficient. The aashea line, arawn in, is approximately the 
character or tne curve had there been only one acceptor. The concentration lS 

raisea above 8K because the shallow levels become thermally ionized, causing 
tne num~er of ion1zed oeryll1um traps to decrease. 

'• 
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both dark Hall effect and photo Hall effe~t data so that N
1

, N2, E
1

, 

E2, N0, B1 and the temperature dependence of s1 could be fauna. Since 

this is quite a large number of fitting parameters, it is best to find a 

number of them by graphical methods. The value of N1 can be found quite 

well with this method. It must also be understood that, when K5 < 1, it is 

impossible to find E2 since there is no temperature for which the shallow 

acceptors freeze out. 

A method of least squares 18 allows any function of the form 

0 = F(x,y;c 1, ••• ,en) (22) 

to be fit to a set of data. It is obvious that equations 8 and 9 can be put 

into tnis form. The method is outlined in Appendix C. 

Attempts were made to use this method to fit the charge balance equation 

to data for the case·of the dark Hall effect. Two situations in particular 

were triea. First is the case where there are essentially just two impurity 

levels, one donor and one acceptor. Th1s corresponds to the case where N0 > 

N2• The other case had three impurity levels, one donor and two acceptors 

with N0 << N2• The data distinctly showed the two regimes of half~slope 

and full-slope freezeout of the shallow level. In both cases, the fitting 

procedure gave unsatisfactory results. The method was very sensitive to the 

starting values, and poor starting values (off by a factor of about two) would 

cause the procedure to diverge. In the case of the three level system, a 

converging solution fit the aonor concentration to the endpoint of the data. 

Computer generated curves using the results did not match the data. To test 

the fitting program, some computer simulated data (generated from equations 8 

and 9) was used, and the results obtained were good. 

There are a number of reasons for the poor performance of this method. 

First, since the Hall coefficient RH is equal to r/ne, there is a strong 

systematic error introduced into the problem. The Hall factor r, is 



temperature, field and airection depenaent, ana attempts to measure or 

calculate it for holes in germanium have inaicated that the approximation r = 

1 does not hold except for extremely high fields. 19 Since only a field of 1 

kGauss was used for these experiments, it is likely that we are introducing a 

large error in our measurements. As one can see (see f1gure 15), the 

temperature dependence of the Hall factor tends to rouna the curve at higher 

temperatures. 

Two other reasons may be strongly influencing tne ability for the function 

to fit the data. Two assumptions made in the derivation of equations 8 and 9 

may not be Vdlia. First, we assumed that there is no effect due to the 

excitea states of the impurities. Blakemore showed that these states can have 

a strong effect on tne temperature depenaence of the carrier concentration at 

hlgh temperatures. 2° Furthermore, no attempts were made to account for the 

double acceptor statistics for the beryllium level. Using such statistics 

arguments, ~cnaub, Pensl, ana Schulz were able to show that the Hall effect 

data obtained for Si :Te coula not be fitted by single donor statistics, 17 

out could be fitted satisfactorily by double donor statistics. Further 

attempts should be maae using double acceptor statistics in curve fitting the 

data. 

No attempts were made to fit the equation to any photo hall effect data 

since no success was achievea for dark Hall effect data. It may be possible, 

once tne concentrations and energies are found Dy grapnical methods, to 1gnore 

the nigher temperature data, where the free hole concentratiori ii completely 

thermally dominated ana the largest errors caused by poor assumptions in the 



theory exist, and to fit only the photon dominated region to find N0, BBe' 

and the temperature dependence of B~e· Up until now, since we may be 

creating "hot" carriers caused by high energy radiation (E >> Ei)' the 

temperature depenaence of BBe does not show a strict power dependence. 

Furthermore, N0, BBe' and the temperature dependence of ~Be can be found 
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(as I have done) from graphical methods by plotting the data on a log p versus 

log T graph. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary 

The methods used above have shown that when light is used to photoionize 

free carriers, a population inversion occurs that allows the coefficient for 

the capture of holes by ionized impurities to be found from the photo Hall 

effect. Furthermore, once these coefficients are found (by experiments with 

samples having known values of N0), this technique can be used to find the 

concentration of compensating donors N0• 

A further effect, an increase in the lifetime of free carriers due to a 

decrease in ~he number of ionized deep acceptors in multilevel systems, was 

found to exist. This increase in lifetime is characteristic of samples which 

have very close shallow compensation and explains the high responsivity of 

photoconductors made with such materials. When 0 < N0-NSh << N0, this 

increase can be seen from measurements of the photo Hall effect. When N0 

NSh < 0, this increase is not readily visible because of the presence of 

thermally generated holes in the valence band. 

Because the increase in the free hole concentration is proportional to 

N0/(N0-NSh), the photo Hall effect can be used to aid in the 

characterization of materials which are very closely shallow compensated. 

Such close compensation of the snallow acceptors is not easily ach~eved in 

materials as they are grown. 

Curve fitting methods were investigated for the use of analyzing the 

data. ~ecause tne equation determining the free hole concentration is not 

very accurate, and because of tne systematic error introduced by the hall 

factor r, the metnoas did not lead to satisfactory results. 
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5.2 Suggestions for further study 

There are a number of modifications in the experimental method that should 

be investigated. First, since hot carriers can affect the results of the 

experiments causing errors in the measurement of the recombination 

coefficient, some method should be found to eliminate photons of high energies 

arriving at the sample. This problem can be solvea in a number of different 

ways. The simplest is by means of filters. This method becomes more of a 

problem of space limitation in the apparatus than anything else. Another 

possible method is to use a colder black body, e.g. use a heater embedded 

within the outer radiation shield of the apparatus. This method presents a 

problem of adaing external heat to the system which can make it difficult to 

attain stability at low temperatures. The last method would be to use a long 

wavelength laser. Since the apparatus has provisions for optical ports, 

introducing photons from outside does not present too much of a problem 

provided that nothing at room temperature interferes with the optical path. 

Further investigations into the possibility of curve fitting the data 

should be carried out. Oouole acceptor statistics should be investigated as 

well as the effects of excited states. 

Lastly, all of the studies presented here have only dealt with the 

beryllium ana beryllium-hydrogen centers. Similar studies should be carried 

out in other systems such as the zinc and zinc-hydrogen systems. Although the 

step in responsivity has never been seen for photoconductors in Ge:Zn, it is 

likely that the step occurs at higher temperatures than have oeen investigated 

since the ionization energy of the zinc-hydrogen acceptor complex is slightly 

higher tnan the shallow levels. 
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Geometry: 

Assumptions: 

APPENUIX A 
CALCULATION OF PHUTUN FLUX 

-ct: 

1. Aperture is small enough so flux is proportional to aperture area. 

45 

2. Aperture size is large enough so that diffraction effects do not occur. 
3. Sample is approximately circular. 

u = 
81fhC-3v3 

ehv/kT _ 1 
(Al) 

The energy emitted by a surface at· temperature T per solid angle per unit time 
per unit angle per unit frequency is given by 

C Cos d 2hc-2v3 COS 6 

e(v,&,~) = u 41f ~ = ~ (A2) ehv/kT _ 1 

The total energy coming into area A within angle au per unit frequency per 
unit time isf.g~I·v)~ by the integral over thf.e lample ana the aperture: 

0 0 

A e(v,&,~) sin & d& alj = 
0 

21rA e{v,&) sin & d& (A3) 

The total number of photons of energy greater than hvo per unit time comming 
-through area A within an angle eo is given by dividing (A3) by the energy 
per photon and integrait~ing~ 

21fAe(v,&) . .,.d"'-dv hv s1n ~ ~ 

0 "• 
Evaluation of this integral, by letting x = hv/kT, yields 

9. 00 -2 2 

f.i ~~~kTv A cos & sin & d& dv 
0 ._e - 1 . I- 2. Ie. = 41fc-2h-3T3k3A ~ dx cos & sin & d& 

" e - 1 o • 
tO 2 

= wc-2h-3T3k3A (1 -cos 2&0) L ~ dx 
" e - 1 • 

- 2 = (3.16 x 101° K-3cm-2sec-1) T3A (1- cos 2&)i ~ dx 
e - 1 

')(. 

This expression is the total number of photons of energy greater than hvo 
passing through area A from a surface at temperature T and within an angle 
90· Figure A1 plots the integral for a black body at 3UUK. 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 
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. APPENDIX ~ 
APPROXIMATIONS OF THE CHARGE BALANCE EQUATIO~ 

Tne charge balance equation given by equations 8 and 9 for two levels is 
N1 

+ 
N2 

p + N = 1 + 4e 1 + 4p 
D <ab1 <ah 2 Nvexp(-E 1/kT) + Nvexp(-E1tkT) + 

Bl B2 

We wish to find approximation of this equation for different regimes of 
the case where the system is in the dark ana the case where it is 
illuminated. In the dark the photo terms <al>/~ drop out. In the nigh 
temperature regime exp(E/kT) = 1 giving us 

Nl 
p + N D = __ ...;;._--:-4p--

1 + -~--=--
NV 

1 + -~4:-:"p __ 
NV 
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( b 1) 

both 

( 82) 

In tne nonaegenerate case, 4p/Nv is much smaller than 1, so this expression 
will be approximately 

p = Nl + N2 - N0• (B3) 
In the case No > N2, p 1s much smaller than Nvexp(-E2/kT) ana so. 
equation bl becomes 

= 

When P >> ~0 - N2, tnen p(p + No - N2) = p2, giving us 

p =~ exp(-E1!2kT). 

When p << No - N2, then p(p + No - N2) = p(No - N2), giving us 

N1Nv 
p = 4(N -N } exp(-E1/kT). 

0 2 

( 134) 

( B5) 

( B6) 

(B7) 

In the low ten~erature 
exponential tenn in A1 
we assume that none of 

regime when photons are incident on the sample, the 
becomes negligible ana the <al>/b term dominates. If 
the shallow acceptors are pnotoionized then 

N1 N2 
---~~- + ----~~--p + N = 4pts 

1 
4pi:S 2 O 1 + 1 + ---,..;;;-

<ai>1 <al>2 

(BS) 

For a sufficiently small flux so that the denominators can be approximated by 
4pi:S /<a 1>, 

p + N = 
lJ 

( 89) 

(tHO) 



When the shallow acceptors become thermally ionized then 

Nl<al>l 
p + NO = 4pb l + N2 

Nl<al>l 
p !!! 48 l ( p + N

0 
- N 

2
) • 
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(Bll) 

(B 12) 
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APPENDIX C 

THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES 

The method outlined by Deming was used to fit the data. This is an 
outline of the process and does not attempt to prove that the method worKs. 
The proolem is to find the parameters c1, ••• , en such that the function 

f(x,y;cls ••• , en) = 0 
is a best least squares fit to a set of data Xi,Yi with weights wxi and 
wyi· The-first step is to find the partial derivatives off with respect to 
each of the variables. Let fi be the function f evaluated at Xi, Yi and 
the Cj'S. Letting fxi = af/ax, fyi = af/ay, and fcj = af/acj, each 
evaluated at Xi andy;, and if we define L; to be 

Li = fxifxi/Wxi + fyifyi/Wyi' 
then our problem can be put into a problem of solving a system of linear 
equations. If we start out with some initial guesses Ci, then by solving 
for the ~ci in the following equation, we can get a (hopefully) better set 
of Ci: 

flif1i f li f 2i f 1"f . f 1 if i 1 n1 
~c1 

Li Li Li L. 1 

f 2/1 i f 2/ 2i f 2 .f . f 2.f. 1 n1 
~c2 

1 1 
Li L. Li Li 1 = 

. . 
f .f 1" f .f 2" f .f . f nifi n1 1 n1 1 n1 n1 

~en 
Li Li Li L. 

1 

The new c; are then Ci - ~c;. The process is repeated until a given 
convergence criterion is met. 
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